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Abstract—In the article, the problems, connected with 
reflectometric fault points definition and points of obstacles 
occurrence on power transmission lines, are considered. The 
method based on reflectogram comparison is considered. The 
authors show that this method does not always give good results. 
It is connected with change in time of physical parameters of the 
supervised line. Using adaptation of the current reflectogram to 
an exemplary one by means of time scaling is preferable. For the 
implementation of scaling, the reflectogram should be in a 
continuous form, but the taken reflectogram is presented in a 
discrete form. Therefore, the authors offered to apply piecewise 
and linear interpolation to obtain the current reflectogram in a 
continuous form. Scaling is carried out by changing the scaling 
coefficient by one of the known algorithms of optimization. Due 
to the exact combination of exemplary and scaled current 
reflectogram, it is possible to increase efficiency of the 
reflectogram comparison method. 

Key words—locating means; reflectogram measuring; power 
transmission lines obstacle; reflectogram comparison 

I. INTRODUCTION 
To provide reliable and smooth operation of power lines in 

electrical power systems, the continuous control of their 
technical position is necessary [1-8]. The control is exercised 
in such parameters as insulation resistance, fault point 
existence, distances to fault points, etc. At the present day for 
the solution of this task, a large number of various means and 
ways of control, which are continuously improved [9-16], are 
used. Accuracy and interference resistance of control devices 

increase, their functional capability extends, the ways and 
techniques of control are improved [17-23]. 

One of the effective ways of power lines technical position 
control is based on reflectogram (locational) measurements. 
During reflectogram measurements one often uses such 
convenient tool as reflectogram comparison [24-26]. Both 
reflectograms of different phases of one power line and the 
reflectogram of one phase received at different times [27] are 
compared. For comparison, in the latter case, we use the 
reflectogram received on the fault-free line as an exemplary 
one. 

To search for fault points and new obstacles, one takes the 
current reflectogram and compares it to the exemplary 
reflectogram, received from the same phase of the controlled 
line. Usually the comparison is carried out with the use of a 
differential reflectogram. The values on a differential 
reflectogram to the fault point are close to zero, and in the 
fault point and further there are signals connected with the 
failure mode or with the nature of emergence of new wave 
resistance obstacle on the controlled line. The reflectogram 
comparison, as a rule, yields good results and simplifies fault 
point search or the appeared power line obstacle. 

The reflectogram comparison is used practically in all 
modern reflectometry devices, both domestic and foreign. 
Race-105M, Race-205, Race-308, RI-10M, IRK-PRO Alpha, 
ETDR 10, Riser Bond-1270AU and other devices are rated. 
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However, during control of long-haul lines the efficiency 
of reflectogram comparison is low. For interphase 
comparisons, it is connected with physical distinctions of 
phases, such as geometry, velocity factor, etc. For monophasic 
comparison of current and exemplary reflectogram, it is 
connected with temporary change of physical parameters of 
the controlled line. For long-haul lines such parameters as the 
physical length of the line that are caused by gust loading, 
icing, change of temperature, both on line sections and along 
all its length, are subject to changes. At the same time on the 
received differential reflectogram there are values 
significantly different from zero even in the absence of 
damage or the appeared obstacles, which is connected with 
temporary non-compliance (delay or advance) of the current 
reflectogram in relation to an exemplary one. As a result, the 
efficiency of the reflectogram comparison method when 
determining fault points and new obstacles decreases. 

II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE OFFERED METHOD 
 One of the solutions of the current reflectogram temporary 

non-compliance in relation to an exemplary one, during 
application of the differential reflectogram method, can serve 
a way of adaptation of the current reflectogram to an 
exemplary one, offered in [28]. 

In the offered method, prior to control over the line, we 
take an exemplary reflectogram. For this purpose, we send the 
exploratory tension impulse to the experimental line, receive 
the returned signals, store the exemplary reflectogram in the 
form of array data. In the course of line control, we take the 
current reflectograms. After receiving the current reflectogram 
and its recording into the array, we make scaling on time of 
this array. At the same time we make spline interpolation for 
each of two values corresponding to adjacent time points; 
therefore, an interpolational continuous function comes out. 
Afterwards, the scaling on time of the current reflectogram is 
implemented by change of the scaling coefficient by one of 
the known optimization algorithms. For various scaling 
coefficient values on time, we repeatedly receive the new 
scaled arrays which are compared to array data of the 
exemplary reflectogram before the achievement of the 
minimum difference between them. 

III. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE OFFERED METHOD 
The exemplary reflectogram represents array data U0[i] 

(i=0, 1, 2..N–1), corresponding to time points t0, t1, t2..tN–1, 
where N is a total of the received values. The current 
reflectogram represents array data U1[i] (i=0, 1, 2..N–1) 
[Ошибка! Источник ссылки не найден.]. 

The parameters instability of the controlled line influences 
the reflected impulses (signals) recovery time. As a result, the 
array time scale U1[i] differs from the array time scale U0[i]. 
That makes it difficult to trace again arisen faults and 
obstacles by the method of comparison of exemplary and 
current reflectograms, especially under the control of long 
lines. To make these scales identical in the offered method, the 
time scaling coefficient K is introduced, in proportion to 
which the array U1[i] is "strained" or "expanded" in the course 
of time. Considering that the arrays U0[i] and U1[i] are 
discontinuous, it is difficult to use an arbitrary time scaling 

coefficient K. To implement this procedure, we offer to use 
spline interpolation of the 1st order for the array U1[i], which 
means that we use piecewise and linear interpolation. The 
example of piecewise and linear interpolation is given in Fig. 
1. 

U1

0 1 2 3 4 N-2 N-1

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 tN-2 tN-1 t

i

 
Fig. 1. The line graph illustrating piecewise and linear interpolation 

In Fig. 1, U1 is a returned signal value; t0, t1, t2..tN–1 are 
time points at which returned signal values are determined; i is 
a time point number; N is total of places. In this connection the 
interpolating lines amount is N–1. 

Let us assume that we have received N values, which are 
recorded in the array U1[i] (i = 0, 1, 2…N–1). For each two 
adjacent tension values U1i, U1i+1, corresponding to the time 
points ti, ti+1, we perform spline interpolation. As the result we 
receive the interpolational continuous function U1(t) of type: 
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The values a and b for each part are evaluated in the 
coordinates of two points (U1i, ti), (U1i+1, ti+1) using the 
formulae: 

ai+1=(U1i+1–U1i)/(ti+1–ti); 
bi+1=U1i–ai+1∙ti. 

To scale this function of time, we introduce a new variable 
t': 

t' = K · t, 
where К is a time scaling coefficient. 

Inserting the variable t' into (1), we receive: 
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Using the time values range t0, t1, t2..tN-1, we receive the 
values range t'0, t'1, t'2..t'N–1. Inserting these values into (2), we 
receive the values range of U2[i] (i = 0, 1, 2…N–1).  

To choose time scaling optimum coefficient K, we 
complete the iterative procedure, which is as follows. For 
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various values K the array scaling due time is implemented 
U1[i]. Obtained from the formula (2), the array U2[i] is 
compared with the array U0[i] each time. The comparison can 
be carried out both by diminution and with the use of the 
correlation coefficient. 

The comparison by diminution is as follows. Let us 
assume that we have the array U0[i] corresponding to the 
exemplary reflectogram, and the array U2[i] received from the 
current reflectogram with some value of time scaling 
coefficient K. It is necessary to characterize using one number 
to what extent the array U0[i] is closer to the array U2[i]. For 
this purpose, it is appropriate to use the procedure of 
estimation evaluation of the first norm of the column. At the 
same time the differences of elements of the arrays with 
identical numbers are calculated; the moduli of these 
diminutions are summed up: 

1

0
2 0 ,

N

i i
i

A U U




 
 

where А is a subtraction result expressed by one number. 

The value А is the value of the objective function for the 
optimization procedure which searches for the minimum А at 
different values K. 

The comparison with the use of the correlation coefficient 
is as follows. Let us assume that we have the array U0[i] 
corresponding to the exemplary reflectogram, and the array 
U2[i] received from the current reflectogram with some value 
of time scaling coefficient K. It is necessary to characterize 
using one number to what extent the array U0[i] is closer to 
the array U2[i]. For this purpose, it is appropriate to use the 
correlation coefficient which is evaluated using the formula: 
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The value B is the value of the objective function for the 
optimization procedure, which searches for the maximum B at 
different values K. 

The result of the optimization procedure is the optimum 
value K, with the help of which we receive the scaled array 
U2[i] providing the minimum time irrelevance of the current 
reflectogram, relative to the exemplary one [Ошибка! 
Источник ссылки не найден.]. 

The fault point or the obstacle appearance point is defined 
with the use of the differential reflectogram received from the 
scaled current and exemplary reflectograms corresponding to 
the arrays U2[i] and U0[i]. In the absence of damage or an 
appeared obstacle of the differential reflectogram, the value is 
close to zero at any values i. In the emergence of damage or 

obstacle, the values, different from zero, appear. According to 
the numbers i of these values, it is possible to calculate the 
distance to the fault [27]. 

The calculation of the distance to the fault point or 
obstacle is carried out using the delay time from the moment 
of the controlled line probing up to the point of the reflected 
impulse (signal) emergence. Here the following formula is 
used: 

3
1
2Kl V t   ,

 

where lК is the distance to the fault and obstacle; V is the 
electromagnetic waves spreading speed in the controlled line 
when recording the reflectogram; t3 is the delay time of the 
reflected impulse (signal) from the fault or obstacle, relative to 
the probing one [Ошибка! Источник ссылки не найден.]. 

VI. RESULTS OF PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
PROPOSED METHOD 

The proposed method was used when developing a 
reflectometric complex for monitoring power overhead 
transmission lines of 35-220 kV to determine the locations of 
their damage and glaze-ice accretion on wires in order to 
improve its metrological and technical characteristics. 

The pulse method of monitoring overhead power 
transmission lines is at the heart of the complex. 
Determination of fault points and new inhomogeneities, as 
well as parameters of ice loadings, is carried out using the 
method of comparison of reflectograms, that is, a comparative 
analysis of current, exemplary and difference reflectograms. 

Development was carried out at the enterprise “OOO RPE 
“IMET”” (Limited Liability Company of the Research and 
Production Enterprise “Information-Measuring Equipment and 
Technologies, Novocherkassk, Russia) by request of PAO 
Kubanenergo (Public Joint-Stock Company of Power 
Engineering and Electrification of Kuban, Krasnodar, Russia). 
Testings and trial operation of the developed complex was 
carried out at 110 kV substations of PAO “Kubanenergo”. 

The developed complex is meant for continuous 
monitoring of five overhead transmission lines of 35-220 kV 
for the purpose of automatic detection of fault points, 
detection of the presence and nature of ice loadings on the 
wires of overhead power transmission lines. 

The application of the proposed method ensured the 
achievement of the following metrological and technical 
characteristics: 

- detection of fault points and glaze-ice accretions on 
overhead transmission lines of 35-220 kV at distances up to 
150 km from the installation site of the complex; 

- detection of fault points of all kinds on lines with a tree-
type structure of 35-220 kV with an accuracy up to 0.01% 
with a resolution of 5 m; 

- detection of fault points of all kinds on lines with a tree-
type structure of 35-220 kV or on lines with a large number of 
branches with an accuracy up to 1% with a resolution of 5 m; 
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- control of parameters and nature of glaze-ice accretions 
in the range of 0.1÷100 mm / 0.2÷0.9 g/cm3 (accretion 
thickness / accretion density); 

- detection of presence of places and the nature of glaze-
ice accretions on the wires of overhead power transmission 
lines along the entire length of power lines on lines with a 
linear structure of 35-220 kV with a distance error of not more 
than 2%, with a parameters error of glaze-ice accretions of not 
more than 10%; 

- detection of presence of places and the nature of glaze-
ice accretions on the wires of overhead power transmission 
lines along the entire length of power lines on lines with a 
tree-type structure of 35-220 kV or on lines with a large 
number of branches with a distance error of not more than 5%, 
with a parameters error of glaze-ice accretions of not more 
than 20%. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Thus, due to the exact combination of the exemplary and 

scaled current reflectograms, it is possible to minimize 
temporary discrepancy of the current reflectogram in relation 
to an exemplary one. It allows increasing efficiency of the 
method of reflectogram comparison when determining fault 
points and new obstacles on power transmission lines [28]. 
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